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Automatic Event Picking Using a 
Probabilistic Neural Network 
by Troy Thompson 

Abstract Automatic p icking of events on 
common image gathers has the 
potential to reduce the cycle time of 

prestack d epth migrat ion and improve 
inversion robustness. An algorithm 
incorporating s upervised learn ing, statist ical 
c lassification and image processing wi ll be 
further developed as an autopicking tool. The 
use of wavelet-transform methods for feature 
creation and statistica lly derived constraints 
w ill be discussed. 

Feature images are c reated from the raw data. 
Optimal images, which capture the important 
behavior of measured signals, are used for 
voxel classification by a probabilistic neural 
network. Classification produces a posterior 
probability image depicting the location of 
signal events in the raw data. Further processing 
converts these probabilities into f inal event 
picks. Emphasis wil l be placed on a new 
method using flow features and probability for 
calculating and constraining these f inal picks. 
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The method gives improved resu lts with good 
agreement to human interpreted picks. 
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utilising flow features and probability 
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